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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
' i
1.1 PURPOSE OF n i ls  STUDY
The introduction of the Dcllums-Wolpc Bill before the House of Representatives and 
the Cranston Bill before the Senate in me United States in May 1988, is evidence of the 
increasing pressures to prohibit investment in South Africa. The Bills are in the main 
identical and it is dear from the definitions tha' South African equity shares are 
affected by their provisions. At this stage there is no certainty that the Bills will 
eventually be passed by Congress, although this would have been more likely had 
Dukakis been elected as President. Nevertheless, the risk profiles of South African 
equities may realistically tic assumed to have been adversely affccted since the 
introduction of the Bills.
The purpose of this study is to test the efficiency of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
by examining the impact of the Dcllums-Wolpe Bill (and thus the Cranston Bill ) 
on mining share price behaviour.
Two-stage time scries methodology will be employed. The study should:
• indicate to management and the investing public the nature and extent of the 
impact of the Dellums - Wolpc Bill on mining share prices. The main provision of 
the Bill states that "a United Slates persoii may not. directly or through a foreign 
affiliate of thai United States person, make or hold any investment itt South Africa";
■ provide investors with information regarding the likely impact of the Bill in the 
event of it being passed by the Congress of the United States; and
• test the efficiency of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange with specific reference to 
listed mining shares, in the semi - strong form.
Although it is expected a priori, that the Dcllums-Wolpc Bill had a negative and 
adverse impact on mining share price behaviour, it is quite possible that the the impact 
was insignificant or contrary to expectations, in which case the informational 
efficiency of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange might be questioned. However that 
outcome may equally be the result of confounding variables, which were not identified 
in this study, particularly as the Dcllums-Wolpc Bill cannot be regarded as a specific 
information generating event such as a takeover or a dividend announcement, firstly,
P8P
substitution effects, till mining shares should be affected equally); and 
It) whether the effective withdrawal of the sanctions legislation on the 20th of October 
1988 (as a result of an announcement by Senator Alan Cranston) led to a decrease in 
the. (previously expected) negative residual returns, and whether Bush’s victory on 
the 9th of November gnvc momentum to this process.
SCOPE AND LAYOUT OF THE STUDY
This dissertation covers a specific area of modern financial theory, namely the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis, and specifically seeks to test its semi - strong form on 
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange with particular reference to mining share data. 
Chapter 2 sets out a review of the recent history of United States 'sanctions" 
legislation. Chapter 3 provides an exposition of the background theory (of the 
E ffic ient Market Hypothesis), while Chapter 4 reviews the empirical research 
conducted on the Efficient Market Hypothesis in its various forms. Chapters 5 and 6 
explain the research methodology used, and the source and nature of the data 
mploycd in this study, respectively. Chapter 7 shows the results of the research 
conducted, while Chapter 8 sets out the conclusions reached.
RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION
Overseas research has indicated in the main that the Efficient Market Hypothesis is 
applicable to the exchange where the research was j  rimarily carried out, namely the 
New York Stock Exchange (Brown, 1987; 15). Subsequent studies have indicated that 
the London Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange are also efficient (Scnequc,
1979' 18). Although inefficiencies have been identified, where information has been 
available to only a few insiders, in general inefficiencies arc of an insufficient 
magnitude to generate abnormal gains. It remains unclear, however, as to the extent to 
which the Efficient Market Hypothesis holds.
In contrast recent studies on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (Gilbertson & Vermank, 
1982; Knight & A ffleck - Graves, 1983) have provided evidence of serious 
inefficiencies with reference to the semi - strong and strong forms of the Efficient
Mnrkct Hypothesi . The studies of the wcaIt form (Gilbertson & Roax, 1977; Strebcl, 
1977) indicate evidence of dependence, and while this conforms to the results of 
overseas’ studies, trading rules, which allow on investor to consistently outperform the 
market, arc as yet undiscovered.
A recent study by Kana <1986) concluded that the Johannesburg Stock Exchange is 
efficient in C,. semi-strong form, la so far as the impounding oC inCottuatian relating 
to take-overs and mergers is concerned. The contradictory and relatively limited body 
of evidence regarding the efficiency of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange suggests 
that further tests of efficiency are required. This study seeks to test further the 
applicability of the Efficient Market Hypothesis in its semi-strong form io the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange, in order to contribute empirically to the determination 
of the potential limits to the efficiency of the Exchange.
CHAPTER 2 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

prohibition of any United States investment in South Africa, the prohibition of oil 
exports to nnd imports from South Africa, except for strntcgie minerals certified by
their provisions would apply to nil South Africni
Dukakis's hands. As regards Bush, the Republican candidate, it is probable that 
snnciions-rclntcd legislation will be vetoed os n result of his election as President. It is, 
however, possible for the main provisions of the Dctlums-Wolpc Bill to bo "tagged 
on" to other, possibly unrelated, legislation at some future date. In this case it may 
become impossible to veto provisions, which are equivalent to those of the Dcllums- 
Wolpc Bill (since that other legislation would also be affected by the veto). Moreover, it 
is probable that the Democrat-controlled Congress could eventually override any veto 
by Bush. To override n Presidential veto a two-thirds majority In both the House of 
Representatives and the Senate is required. The entire House of Representatives and 
one-third of the Senate was elected in November 1988, and the Democrats Increased 
their majority in the Senate by two to twelve, while the Democrat majority was also 
slightly increased in the House of Representatives.
On the 1 ith of August 1988 the House of Representatives voted by 246 to 159 to take 
up the Dcllums-Wolpc Bill, thereby enhancing the chances of the Bill being eventually 
passed by Congress. It is virtually certain, however, that the Bills w ill not bn enacted 
by the United States Congress in 1988, sin-.e the Congress has to pass identical Bills for 
submission to the President, and the time-consuming House of Rcprcscntativcs-Senate 
conferences required,in order to achieve this objective, probably preclude the 
possibility of legislation in 1988. All legislation that has not been passed into law by 
the time that Congress dissolves at noon on the 3rd of January 1989, has to be 
abandoned, and any Incomplete legislation may be re-introduced Into the following 
Congress, which commences on the same day. The Presidential term in turn commences 
on the 20th of January 1989.
On the 19th of October, Senator Alan Cranston announced that the United States 
sanctions legislation was "dead", and that It would not be voted on during the course of
2.2 Tills POSSIBLE IMPACT OF US DISINVESTMENT
A progressive decline in the foreign ownership of South African mining shares has 
occurred over the past six years. Table 2.1 shows the trend in foreign ownership over

ipiial. Similarly, the financial Rand mechanism 
jih  African reserves of foreign exchange being
imagined. South African Investors (ire ultimntcly protected by the safety-valve
deterioration of South Africa's position 
unless it is accompanied by mandatory int
countries. Secondly, the passage of the Bills would probably lead 
foreign prices of South African shares. A steady weakening in the o'
the Bills, and may be expected to continue ns a result of n pre-emptive and gradual 
withdrawal by foreign Investors. It is thus anticipated that South African mining 
shares have shown increasing negative abnormal returns since the introduction of the
CHAPTER 3
THE EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS: 
BACKGROUND THEORY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The development of stock markets has resulted in the broadening of the ownership of 
companies, and concurrently in many eases, the separation of management from 
ownership. As a result of this separation, investors have increasingly turned to 
investment advisors and analysts, in order to determine those shares and securities, 
which potentially offer the highest returns.
Markets ploy an important role in the allocation of available resources. Farmers will, 
for instance, invest their resources in producing those agricultural commodities, which 
offer the highest potential profits, where these can be feasibly produced. In order to 
ensure the efficient allocation of available resources, and therefore the greatest 
possible economic welfare of a community or nation, it is both desirable and necessary 
that markets operate as efficiently and effectively as possible. At the same time those 
investors, who are able to identify the most profitable opportunities in any market, 
w ill yield the highest returns.
Two quite distinct approaches to investments analysis have developed over time, 
namely fmidamenlal analysis and inchmeal analysis. The fundamental analyst aims to 
study all the available information on a particular investment, in ord%r to determine 
whether it is underpriced, in which case that investment would rate as a 'buy", 
overpriced, in which case that investment would rate as a ’sell" or fairly priced, in 
which case the investment in question would be regarded as a "hold'. Fundamental 
analysts believe that markets are inefficient as far as the semi-strong and strong forms 
of the Efficient Market Hypothesis are concerned (these concepts w ill be explained in 
greater detail in the ensuing two sections of this chapter) (Kano, 1986: 12).
Fundamental analysis centres on the fundamentals of a company and includes inter 
alia the analysis of:
historic growth;
competitive position and market share; 
financial strength and the capability of expansion; 
the quality of earnings;

The economic processes underlying efficient markets play a number of important roles. 
Knight (1981) has commented on a number of these functions, including:
a) Stock markets facilitate the divorce of owner'1 ip from management. Prices reflect 
the market’s rating of management performance.
b) Changes in shareholders do not affect the daily operations of the company. The 
stock murker provides n medium for the exchange of shareholdings without 
disrupting operations.
c) Market prices assist management in determining the cost of capital.
d) Market ratings reflect the confidence of investors and therefore provides a 
measure of the risk of a company to shareholders, creditors, loan capital providers 
and other parties.
e) Share prices may reflect the relative inefficicncy or ineffectiveness of a company 
in managing its resources. Competitors may therefore effect take-overs of poorer 
performers, [n this way resources are rc-alloeatcd to more efficient companies.
3.2 THE ORIGINS OF THE EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
Developments in the concept of efficient markets in the last few dccades owe a great 
deal to the work of Louis Bachelier.
Bachelier’s study (1900) of commodity pr’.ccs led him to the conclusion that the future 
trend of those prices was no more predictable than the path of a series of cumulated 
random numbers. In other words, prices follow a "random ivalk", and the conditional 
and marginal probability distributions are the same. A knowledge of the sequence of 
past prices is therefore of no value in predicting the behaviour of future prices.
Modern work on the ‘ random walk” theory gained impetus in 1958 as a result of 
Osborne’s presentation of a paper titled "Brownian Motion in the Stock Market". In that 
paper he stated:
"It is the purpose o f this paper to show that the logarithms of common-stock prices can be 
regarded as an ensemble o f decisions in a statistical steady state, and that this ensemble of 
logarithms o f prices, each varying with the rime, has a close analogy with the 6H$em6/e of
Osborne found a significant similarity 
physical laws governing Brownian move 
of tiny particles suspended in a solution.
if#
the case of technical analysis, any validity of
nature of tlic market itself. As a result of the empirical research conducted to test the 
random walk model, and the subsequent supportive evidence in favour thereof, the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis was postulated, since in terms of the Hypothesis it  is 
impossible to "bettt the market".
3.3 THE EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
An efficient market has been described as “one In which the Imeraulion o f a large number 
oj buyers and sellers results in prices that reflect publicly available h\formaiioi\ about the 
goods traded and that react virtually instantaneously to reflect new Information as it 
becomes available" (FASB, 197(5: 39).
Another definition of an efficient market has been provided by Jensen (1978):
"A market is efficient with respect to a given Information set I f  it is impossible to make 
profits by trading on the basis o f that Information set. By economic profits is meant the 
rlsk-atljusted returns net of all costs’ .
While the random walk model asserts that the change in the price of a security in any 
period is independent of preceding price movements, the Efficient Market Hypothesis 
postulates that the expected return, rather than the whole distribution of returns, is 
independent of previous returns, and is therefore equal to the equilibriu m value 
anticipated by the market (Strcbcl, 1977). By implication it is impossible to employ 
trading rules, which will result in abnormal returns or returns greater than those 
expected by the marker, in an efficient market.
The random walk model can be rejected, i f  statistically determined non-random 
behaviour can be demonstrated. In order to prove market inefficiency, it Is, however, 
necessary to demonstrate further that such statistical non-randomness can be used to 
achicvc returns which differ materially from the anticipated market equilibrium 
returns (Strcbcl, 1977). Nevertheless, the random walk model and the Efficient Market 
Hypothesis arc interdependent. The greater ihe randomness, the more likely that the 
market is efficient, since increasing non-randomncss provides increased opportunities 
for the employment of investment strategics, which may result in superior returns.
lircumvcnt this problem three levels of market efficiency
(Hcnfrey, Albrecht & Richards, 1977).
information" (Seneque, 1977: !6>. Thus investors cannot generate different
publicly known
impossible for investors, who pay traiisaciion expenses, 10 achieve <i consistently superior 
risk adjusted performance" (Hcnfrey, Albrecht & Richard:, 1977). Thus all information,
t ' A .

of the efficiency of the mnrkct
The term “fu lly reflects- requires more specific dcfiir'ion, since it is so general, 
that it cannot be employed by itself for empirical testing. It is usually assumed 
that the expected return of t  security is a function of its risk, and therefore that 
market equilibrium conditions may be expressed In terms of expected returns. 'The 
basic modal oS market equilibrium is then the “fa ir game" expected return model" 
(Gilbertson & Roux, 1977: 21), In terms of this model differences between actual 
and expected market prices arc compared, and the differences are expected to 
equal zero, In a fair game abnormal returns cannot be generated,
3.6.2 Mitrtliignles and Submartingale:
In order to test the Efficient Market Hypothesis, it is necessary to define more 
specific models than the fair game model. One such model is referred to as a 
martingale, and asserts that the expected price of a security in the next time 
period is the same as the current price, i f  a price sequence follows a submartingale 
model, then the expected value of the next period's price is equal or greater than 
the current price. In the case of a martingale the expected price change is equal to
3.6.3 The Random Walk Model
The Random Walk Model asserts that "the cImage in n shore's during any period is in 
no way dependent on previous price changes’  (Strcbcl, 1977: 15). Moreover, a random 
walk model is mote restrictive than the fa ir game or martingale models, since all 
the moments of a distribution must remain the same with or without the 
information set or sequence, and the mean of the underlying distribution must 
remain constant. In this event a "fair game'1 will result, and actual returns will 
conform to expected returns (Samuelson, 1965). The “fair gome" model asserts that 
the conditions underlying market equilibrium can be expressed in terms of 
expected returns, but it does not provide information regarding the economic 
processes which yield that result, whereas the random walk model incorporates a 
specific stochastic process with specific properties (Gilbertson & Roux, 1977). [Van 
Rooycn (1976) has proposed five different types of random walk, and the reader is 
referred to this article for further information, as a more detailed discussion of

CHAPTER 4
A SURVEY OF EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON THE  
EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
'
Efficient Market Hypothesis. His objccth
(


Gilbertson and Roux (1977) were critical of both the above studies, on the following 
grounds:
that the random walk model is more rigorous than the Efficient Market Hypothesis 
and therefore “rejection o f the former does not necessarily invalidate the latier" (1977: 
23);
since tests of correlation assume a constant mean in a distribution, there w ill be a 
bias towards the rejection of the random walk hypothesis, i f  no correction for non- 
stationority is made;
the tests did not determine the nature of the statistical distribution of price 
changes, and since the commonly used statistical tools are based on the assumption 
of finite variance, they “need to be interpreled with caution" (1977: 23); and 
:tc simple linear relationships, which underly the serial correlation tests, may be 
inappropriate for the identification of patterns of dependence in share price 
movements.
Gilbertson and Roux concluded that "whereas the small correlation coefficients are 
consistent with the EMH, they do not prove its validity. Conversely, the observed deviations 
from independence do not jus tify  rejection o f the hypothesis’  (1977: 23). They 
subsequently reviewed the results of trading rule and portfolio performance tests. In 
the ease of the former, they concluded that a buy and hold strategy invariably has 
generated higher returns, and “It can be shown that this would be a major consequence of 
market efficiency" (1977: 23). Similarly, portfolio performance tests conducted n the 
JSE have yielded results, which arc consistent with the Efficient Market Hypothesis.
Strcbel (1977) argued that the "EkiH is nt best half n truth' (191T. IS). He reviewed the 
empirical tests pcviously performed on the JSE, and concluded that "the indications of 
non-random behaviour discussed....imply that the JSE may be inefficient" (1977: 17). To 
prove inefficiency would, however, require that superior returns can be consistently 
achieved from the application of mechanical trading rules rather than a simple buy 
and hold strategy. Strcbel could find no evidence of the existence of such n rule and 
concluded that this provided support for the Efficient Market Hypothesis, provided 
the underlying market model is valid,
results regarding low volume shares, and thnt
3 RESEARCH OH THE SEMI-STRONG FORM
Tests of the semi-strong form usually examino the adjustment of prices to new publicly 
available information. I f  prices do not rapidly and accurately absorb and impound new 
information, the market would by Implication be inefficient.
Brown and Ball (1968) found that prices had almost fu lly discounted the informational 
content (85 to 90%) of earnings reports by the time these were published. Where 
earning: increased, residuals had increased, and vice versa. Scholcs (1969) also tested 
this hypothesis, and similarly found evidence for the semi-strong form, although his 
results also seemed to violate the strong form.
Brown, S. (1978), however, contested these findings. In a study of annual earnings 
announcements, that significantly exceeded market expectations. Brown found that 
abnormal returns, net of transaction costs, could be generated by purchasing those 
securities at the time the announcement was made, and the subsequent adjustment 
process averaged forty-five days.
Similarly, Pettit (1971) studied the impact of dividend announcements on price 
performance, and his results showed that the informational content of dividend 
announcements was not fu lly reflected at the announcement date. Therefore abnormal 
returns could be generated in the ensuing period.
Fama, Fisher, Jensen and Roll undertook a study of 9*10 stock splits between 1957 and 
1959, in order to determine i f  there was “any iriitsna! behaviour in slock prices in the 
mouths surrounding the spiU“ (1969: 1), and whether such behaviour would be 
explainable in terms of the "relaiionshtps between the splits and changes in other more 
fundamental variables" (1969: 2). Since splits were associated with large increases in 
dividends, the sample was split into two groups, namely those that announced increased 
dividends in the year following the split and those that did not do so.
The results indicated consistent price Increases in the twenty-nine months prior to the 
split announcement across both groups, but since the median time lapse between the 
nnouncement date and the effective dam of the split was sixty-nine days, the sustained
increases could not Imvc been the result of the split, but rather due to "a sharp
Improvtmenl .... in she earnings prospects o/ the company sometime during the years
immediately preceding the ipiit" (1969: 9), which in turn suggested that splits occur
when share priccs rise to a greater extent than would be expected in terms of the
The greatest increases In residuals occurred approximately three to four months prior 
to the split date, and appears to be aseribablc to the expectation of higher dividends. 
For those shares that had the expected dividend increase, subsequent residual 
fluctuation is negligible, while those shares that announced decreased dividends after 
the split showed a significant dcclinc in residuals thereafter. Fama, et o! (1969: 20) 
concluded that “ihe evidence Indicates that on average the market's judgements concerning 
the information implications o f a split art fully re fleeted in the price of a share at least 
by the end of the split month but probably almost immediately after the announcement
Reilly and Drzycimskl (1981) found that it was possible to obtain an abnormal gain of 
on average 4,25%, i f  an informed investor purchased the securities in question in the 
fifteen days prior to the announcement of the split. Firth (1977), who performed the 
tests of Fama, et al on share splits in the United Kingdom, found, however, that share 
price adjustments to this new information were completed rapidly and it was not, 
therefore, possible to generate abnormal ittuir.a from the information once it had been 
published.
Scholes (1972) investigated the price effects, where large lines or blocks of shares were 
sold, in terms of the price pressure hypothesis, the price should fall temporarily and 
subsequently revert to its original levels, which would be indicative of market 
inefficiency. Scholes' results contradicted the price pressure hypothesis, since prices 
fe ll on average by one to two per cent, and remained at the newly established level. 
Similarly, Dann, Mayers and Raab (1977) demonstrated that abnormal returns could 
only be attained In the first five minutes after the occurrence of the event (the sale of 
a largo block of shares), Within fifteen minutes prices had readied a new equilibrium.
Knight and Afflcck-Oravcs (1983) studied the impact on share price
otic listed industrial companies that had quantified the impact of the change. Their 
findings showed initially positive abnormal returns, followed by o steady and clearly 
defined negative trend, ultimately yielding abnormal negative returns, before levelling
improved cash position (resulting from the change to UFO]: and
I
risk/low beta firms, although
niplical'm 0/  the change' (1963: 29). Once agair
observations in the sample, implying that “the information consumption process may
be changing [and] it appears as i f  the market is becoming educated to LIFO and
although it still seems to be deceived by the accounting numbers it is impounding the
of the Efficient Market Hypothesis. Similarly, Osborne
ie intuitively logical, that persons with privileged access to informn 
been released or published, [i.e. Insider trading, which is Illegal)
of professional portfolio managers to produce superior
Rogoff (cited in Hogin, 1979) showed
the superior performance of insider trading,
wish research which supports dependence ir
i
CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
iINTRODUCTION
The survey of empirical research conducted on the Efficient Market Hypothesis, which 
was covered in the preceding chapter, showed that, while the semi-strong fon t is "now 
an accepted working assumption in financial economics research fin the United States]' 
(Lorie, Dodd & Kimpton, 1985: 73), the semi-strong form of the hypothesis appears to 
be a sometimes poor representation of share price behaviour on the JSE, although the 
research produced to date is not conclusive. It is therefore both dcsir.iblc and necessary 
that further tests of efficiency be carried out using data derived fiom the ISE, in 
order to establish, which point of view the weight of evidence favours, and secondly, 
to determine whether the degree of efficiency is improving over time.
In this chapter the hypotheses to be tested in this disscraticn are stated, A review of 
available, alternative methodologies is subsequently undertaken. Finally, a detailed 
description of two-stage time-scries methodology, and the use of the personal computer 
in th  ;tudy, arc provided.
STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES
MAIN HYPOTHESES
The purpose and specific objectives of this study have been set out under sections 1.1 
and 1.2 of chapter 1.
The main hypotheses, which this study seeks to prove, are as follows:
1) That the market is efficient in the semi-strong form with respect to sanctions- 
oricntcd draft legislation;
2) That the informational content of the introduction of the Dcllums-Wolpe Bill, and 
its subsequent passage in the House of Representatives on the I Ith of August 1988 
(information generating events for the purposes of this study), had a ncga'ive 
impact on mining share prices; and
3) That the informational content of the withdrawal of the sanctions legislation on 
the 19th of October, and the subsequent election of Bush as the President of the
United Stntcs on the 8th of November 1988 (information generating events for the 
purposes of this study), hod a positive effect on mining share prices.
SUB-HYPOTHESES
Specifically it is hypothef'zed that:
1) The cumulative average residual returns of South African mining shares increased 
immediately and significantly as a result of the introduction of the Dcilums- 
Wolpc Bill in May 1988 (the first information generating event);
2) The cumulative average residuals of South African mining shares increased 
significantly again at the time of the passage of the Bill by the House of 
Representatives on the lith  of August 1988 (the second information generating
3) Alternatively, in the eases of (I) and (2) above, that the cumulative average 
residuals were stable after the information generation events, but had increased 
significantly prior to those events, in which case the study seeks to determine the 
number of weeks prior to those events, when the market began to anticipate the 
related informational contents;
4) The share price adjustment process occurred rapidly in both eases, and therefore 
the market is efficient;
5) The informational content of the aforementioned information generating events 
was negative;
6) fhc negative trend was reversed as a result of the withdrawal of the sanctions 
legislation on the 19th of October and the subsequent election of Bush as the 
President of the United States on the 8th of November 1988 (the third and fourth 
information generating events respectively);
7) The cumulative average residuals in the case of high risk shares were initially 
significantly more negatively impacted and subsequently significantly more 
positively impacted, than those for low risk shares; and
8) There was no differential market reaction In respect of shares in which United 
States persons held a larger percentage of the issued shares, or where the Rand 
value holdings were significantly larger. It is hypothesized, therefore, that the 
market anticipated substitution effects.
United States on the 8th of November 1988 (information generating events for the 
purposes of ibis study), had 8 positive effect on mining share prices.
SUB-HYPOTHESES
Specifically it  is hypothesized that:
1) The cumulative average residual returns of South African mining shares increased 
immediately and significantly as a result of the introduction of the Dellums- 
Woipe Bill in May 1968 (the first information generating event);
2) The cumulative average residuals of South African mining shares increased 
significantly again at the time of the passage of the Bill by the House of 
Representatives on the l l th  of August 1988 (the second information generating
3) Alternatively, in the cases of (1) and (2) above, that the cumulative average 
residuals were stable after the information generation events, but had increased 
significantly prior to those events, in -which case the study seeks to determine the 
number of weeks prior to those events, when the market began to anticipate the 
related informational contents;
4) The share price adjustment process occurrcd rooidly in both cases, and therefore 
the market is efficient;
5) The informational content of the aforementioned information generating events
6) The negative trend was reversed as a result of the withdrawal of the sanctions 
legislation on the 19th of October and the subsequent election of Bush as the 
President of the United States on the 8th of November 1988 (the third and fourth 
information generating events respectively);
7) The cumulative average residuals in the case of high risk shares were initially 
significantly more negatively impacted and subsequently significantly more 
positively in'pictcd, than those for low risk shares; and
8) There was no differential market reaction in respect of shares in which United 
States persons held a larger percentage of the issued shares, or where the Rand 
value holdings were significantly larger. It  is hypothesized, therefore, that the 
market anticipated substitution effects.
' \  ' '  .  '
i GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Measuring Share Returns
One of the key issues in the measurement of share price performance is that of a 
control group in empirical testing. Unfortunately, tests of the Efficient Market 
Hypothesis cannot be conducted using control and experimental groups in the 
strict scientific sense, although it may be approximated as shown by Knight and 
Affleck-Graves (1983) in their study. Tests of the semi-strong form usually 
examine the adjustment of prices to some information generating event. The 
problem lies in extrapolating what the sequence of price movements would have 
been, should that event not have occurred.
The major methodologies, that may be used !■ 
against which actual ietuiTis may be compared, o
jreenst expected share returns 
is follows (Kana, 1986: 33):
1) Single equation causal regression models
2) Relative strength models
3) The Sharpe-Lintncr or market model
4) The capital asset pricing model
(1) Single equation causal regression models
These attempt to identify the underlying fundamental variables, which determine 
share price movements, and incorporate these in a formula, which may be used to 
project future prices or some other variable. One such model is that of Weaver and Hall 
(cited in Kana, 198u: 33), which attempts to forecast dividend yields:
the mean dividend yield; 
the moan dividend nayout rati; 
the forecast short-term earning
f ' . S .
' . - d #
hisiorienl earnings variability; 
the historical earnings growth ra 
various weighting factors.
t . t
Similarly, Wliitbcck and Kiser (cited in Kana, 1986: 34) developed the following model
Expected Price-Eamings Ratio = 5,2 » ),5x + 6,7y - 0,2z
Where x = the earning! growth rate;
y = dividend payout percentage; and
z = the standard deviation in the earning: growth percentage.
Whitbcch a 
actual prici
t their model yielded profitable opportunities, when the 
s less than 85% or greater than 114% of the expected 
terms of the model.
These deterministic models assume that certain key independent variables are 
identifiable, and that their relative predictive power is stationary over time. However, 
new variables may comc to affect the dependent variable onct time, or alternatively, 
the relative importance of each variable may not be stable over time. Moreover, lie 
im; act of differing accounting policies, and of different industries is not considered. 
Fr>j these reasons, single equation causal regression models are not considered suitable 
'"or the purposes of this study.
;r.) Rchtlve strength models
These models assume that there is an exact, proportionate and determinable 
relationship between movements in market indices an/ individual securities, f f  there 
should b# a deviation of the expected return from the actual retu:? on a security, this 
may be ascribed to the occurrence of events specific to that security. However, 
research (Kana, 1986: 35) has shown that share prices do not move in exact proportion 
to movements in market indices, and since these models do not maki provision for 
factors, which may specifically affect individual securities or attempt to quantify
by ihe bcln cocrricieni (J3)) and unsystcma;> 
risk, reprcscnlcd by the alpha coefficient (i 
following form:
for security j.
(r (;
k ' "
number of assumptions underlying the CAPM, and Kopinsky (1984: 63 -64)
All :nvcstors have homogeneous expectations regarding expected
4 *
imarket portfolio must be cfficlcnt, since the market is the aggregate of individual 
portfolios and cach portfolio is efficient.
At this stage it is important to distinguish the nature of the bctn coefficient in the 
market model and the CAPM respectively. Kana (1986: 45) has succinctly summarised 
the difference as follows!
"The coefficient beta (ft) in the marker model is similar in nature to the beta (p) of the 
CAPM bin fs by de nttion not the same variable, p  In the CAPM measures the covariance of 
the return on an asset with the return on the market divided by the market returns' variance:
f/3i -  C o v fk y k J / r J j .
P in the market model measures responsiveness of the asset's return to changes in the 
market index".
The market model is not a theory as is the ease with the capital asset pricing model, 
which seeks to explain shore price behaviour in terms of its underlying assumptions. 
Rather, the market model is a method of separating systematic from unsystematic risk 
premiums using simple line rr regression. In this study two-stage time scries 
methodology, which was first applied by Fama, Fisher, Jensen and Roll (1969) and 
which is derived from the market model, is employed as a test of the semi-strong form, 
According to Knight and Afflcck-Grnves (1983: 21) this method has now become 
“/irmly established in the finance literature...1'.
3.2 Ttvo-slage Time Series Methodology
A detailed description of this method is given in Knight and Affleck-Graves (1963) 
and tho following description is based on their analysis.
The first stage of the methodology involves tho Identification of those movements in 
the prices of securities, which may bo attributed to factors impacting on the market as 
a whole, in order to avoid confounding the impact of specific events with broad 
market movtmtnsa. The market related return can be identified and removed by
-I -f y q w w v w y *  *■
market return in period i;
specific information generating event]..
and The
period. Algebraically the rciolionsliip may
is the rcsidunl return In period /; 
is the actual return in period z; and
of the methodology,
hieh are not attributablo to ihe inCotmaiion generating 
imulative average residuals (CAR’s) ilculatcd, plotted graphically nnd
I
The distribution of the residual returns is assumed to be serially independent, 
independent of the distribution of market returns and independent of time. (r). 
Individually and, therefore, in the nggrcgote, residuals have an expected value equal to 
zero, although it is ‘ important to note ....that sonte random variation aronnd zero is to be 
cxpected and it is only persistent or very marked deviations from sero that should be
further examined. I f  the event being studied has any informational value, a movement
away from zero would be expected at period 0 fi/ie actual date of lire fn/ormolion 
generating event], Hence the plot of the CAR's can be used to test both the efficiency of the 
JSE and the Informational content of the {Information generating event] " (Knight and 
Affieck-Graves, 1983: 23).
I f  CAR’s arc plotted graphically, (he direction of the impact of the informational 
content of the information generating event and the efficiency of the market may be 
analysed. Various situations arc possible and these arc briefly described below,
a) Positive Informational value and an efficient market
period 0
Figure 5,1
In this case the CAR's ere consiaM priot to V.vi aecuircnte of the information 
generating event at period 0 (the base period), and nftcr the specific event has taken 
place, the CAR’s remain constant after moving to a highci level, The market is 
efficient "because it adjusts to the informational content o f the (event] immediately and 
I fie informational content,.„is positive because the Jump is upwards’  (Knight and Affleck-



is the surrogate (for the market) index at the end of week /; and
The beta and alpha coefficients w ill be calculated by regressing the weekly returns of 
the mining shares used in this study (details arc provided in the following chapter) 
against the weekly returns of the ma . et over the period 31 October 19S6 to 1 January 
1988. The cut-off date of 31 October 1986 is considered justifiable on the grounds that 
the Anti- Apartheid Act of 1986 was passed in early October 1986, and this event most 
likely affected the stationarity of the beta coefficients of affected shares. Knight and 
Affleck-Graves (1983) also demonstrated that the use of short-term data did not result 
in significantly dissimilar configurations in the plots of the CAR’s derived in their
The beta coefficient is calculated by using the following formula,
V  - rS",,. i y  
A ...........................................
V 1
while the alpha coefficient is calculated as follows:
where is the number of weeks used in the regression;
Rm is the market return in each week;
Rj is the return on each share in each week;
is the beta coefficient for share J; and
oCj is the alpha coefficient.
(d) Calculating residuals
The following formula, which has been previously discussed, has been used for this
wheTt fi. is the forecast return for the jth  share in week i; 
is the actual yth share return in week I; and 
is the residual in week l for share j;
(c) Calculating Cumulative Average Residuals (CAR's)
The average residual is calculated using the simple average method for each week’s 
(the time interval used in this study, each week being deemed to end on a Friday) 
population of residuals, each week being defined as that same week before or after the 
information generating event for each of the securities in the sample. The average 
residuals so calculated are cumulated in order to derive a plot of the CAR’s.
S.S USE OF THE COMPUTER
The calculations referred to above were carried out on a LOTUS 123 spreadsheet model 
developed on a personal computer, The exercise was repeated twice (independently of 
each other), in order to ensure the accuracy of the calculations.

lending firms of stockbrokers in South Africa, namely Davis
excluded from tlie study group. Major
major changes in (.he nature of apcmior.s; ■
substantial changes
insspi— "I- "T f
study group (sec Appendix F,
to United States holdings in South African mining shares, sit
lining shore price behaviour.
Appendix B: Foreign Holdings in South African Mining Houses, Platinum and
Appendix C: Rand Value of Foreign Holdings in South African Gold Minir
Ithe 3rd of June, while the actunl event was given extensive press coverage, It is clear 
that all market participants will not have received this information simultaneously, 
For the purposes of this study it is considered reasonable to suggest that this 
information may be deemed to have been publicly available by the following Friday, 
the 10th of June 1988 (zero week for the purposes of this study). Similarly the passing 
of the Dollums-Wolpe Dill by the House of Representatives on the 11th of August 1988 
a Thursday, (the second information generating event) may be considered to have been 
publicly available information by Friday, the 19th of August (the 10th week after zero 
week). The effective withdrawal of the sanctions (draft) legislation (as a result of the 
announcement by Senator Alan Cranston on Wc-tnesday, the 19th of October) (the third 
information generating event) for the remainder of 1988 (since the draft legislation Is 
likely to be re-introduced during the course of 1989) was fairly widely publicised on 
October the 20th and 21st, and may bo deemed to have become publicly available 
information by Friday, the 28th of October 1988 (the 20th week after zero week). Since 
the United Stales Presidential election was a most widely publicised event, the election 
of Bush as the President of the United States (the fourth information generating event) 
may be regarded as having become publicly available information on the Friday 
following the election (held on Tuesday, the 8th of November), namely 11 November 
1988 (the 22nd week after zero week).
OMISSION OF PERIODS AROUND THE BASE DATE
It is customary to omit several periods around the base date, or the dale of occurrence 
of the information generating event, in order to nxoid that any unusual price 
behaviour obscures the determination of the long-term rc.allonshlp between the return 
on n security and the return on a portfolio (normally the ;t), as well as to isolate 
the impact of the Information generating event, or the anticipation thereof, on price 
behaviour. In this study weekly periods and data have been used, since the information 
generating events occurred over a relatively short period of time (during 1988). The 
number of periods to be omitted around the base dote is also a '-Urary; however, they 
should be sufficient to prevent the obscurcmcnt of the long-term relationship between 
Hj and Rm. In this study n total of 22 weeks were mnittcd before zero week, while the 
omitted period consisted of 27 weeks after zero week.
Weekly residual returns have thus been calculated over the period 8 January to 15 
December <988 (the latter being a Thursday, since the 16th was a public holiday), in 
order to identify any unusual share price behaviour, which arose from the introduction 
of the Dcllums-Wolpe and Cranston Bills in May 1988, the passage of the Bill in the 
House of Representatives on the I Ith of August, the subsequent effective withdrawal 
of the draft legislation on the 19th of October, and the election of Bush (who has 
distanced himself publicly from sanctions) as President o. the United States on the 8th 
of November 1988, For the purpose of computing weekly returns each week has been 
deemed to end on a Friday, A total of 50 residuals was derived for each of the thirty- 
nine mining shares, which formed pait of the study group,
6.5 THE SELECTION OF A SURROGATE FOR THE MARKET RETURN
'n order to estimate the beta and alpha co-efficients in the market model, it is 
necessary to calculate the market return (Knight and Afflcek-Graves, 1983: 21), The 
market return Is normally calculated by using an appropriate surrogate for the market 
portfolio. The JSE Actuaries All Share Index may be considered to be the most 
representative surrogate for the market as a whole, since it is broadly based and 
includes selections from each sector of the market,
Since this study is concerned with the share price behaviour of listed mining shares, it 
may argued that it Is more snpropriotc to use a more specific surrogate for the market 
return than the broadly ‘ 'I JSE All Share index. In particular, the Mining Producers
index or the All Gold . may be regarded as being more representative of the
market return, as the s -nplc used in this study includes only mining shares. 
Notwithstanding this, the JSE All Share index has been used in this study for the 
following reasons:
1) The JSE A ll Share index is representative of the market as.i -hole;
2) Foreign holdings in South African Industrial shares arc ditive ly small, and 
unpublished research by Mnthisoit and HolLdge Inc., a Inrt-: :noekbroking firm on 
the JSE, has identified only four industrial shores In wht- t cited States persons 
have significant holdings. Since the greater majority of m in,, -lures arc affected 
by foreign, and specifically United States, shareholdings, t i l  Share index
i.
is more ncutrnl in tin t it  represents slinrcs with large, small and negligible foreign 
holdings.
A rceent calculation indicates, tlmt the correlation co-efficient of the Dow Jones 
wilh the (Scutli Afrieun) Industrinl Share Index over the period Januiry 1981 to 
January 1988, is 0,75, wherens, similarly. It Is 0,70 for the (South African) All Gold 
Index (Gerson, 1988: 6). This indicates that the Industrial Share and A ll O ld  
Indices are relatively strongly correlated, as would be cxpectcd in a mining driven 
economy, such as tliai in South Africa, and further that a major extraneous 
influence such as the Dow Jones has similar efects on both the aforementioned
Economically in South Africa, the prices of minerals should have, in general, 
similar impacts on industrials and mining shares, os the following summary of the 
transmission mechanism should indicate.
'Firstly, a rise in ilia gold price improves our /South African] terms o j trade, boosts 
our national income and ambles [South Africa] to achieve higher levels of Cross 
Domestic Bxpen-fiture. Accordl>i$iy. industrial earnings rise and this is anticipated by 
prior movements In the Industrials index. Secondly, ive iiio ii' that the rate of change of 
the Industrials Index at its turning points is strongly and negatively correlated with the 
peaks and troughs of the B. A. Rate. Yet, as It happens, the B.A. Rate itself Is strongly
influcnccd by the Dollar price of gold [since a] rise, far instance, in the metal's
overseas price Infects liquidity Into the economy and the money marker (Cerson, 19SS:
The „  ining sector contributes 00,2% to the JSE All Share Index, while financials 
and industrials contribute the balance of 39,8%.
CHAPTER 7 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
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Tables 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 respectively. Where the week number reference is prefixed by the 
use of a minus (•), 'Hs indicates the number of weeks prior to zero week. Where a 
prefix has not been usud, the number of weeks after zero week is indicated.
The cross sectional average residuals and the CAR's were derived using the market 
model; as can be seen the fluctuations in the average residuals arc erratic. In order to 
smooth the data, a three week moving average is also presented for both the average 
residuals and the CAR's. The analysis will, however, focus on the actual (not smoothed)
The average residuals and the CAR's (and the associated three week moving averages) 
arc graphically shown in figures 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 respectively. Although line graphs have 
been used, the lines joining the weekly data points should not be interpreted as 
necessarily indicating a linear relationship between such; they arc shown for 
convenience in order to display the nature of the movements in the data over 
successive periods.
Since the informational content of the introduction of the Dcllums-Wolpc was logically 
expected to be negative, this impact should be manifested in negative average residuals 
for the study group. In fact as early as week -22, the average residuals show a strong 
negative tendency, a pattern which is fairly consistent until week -5; a noticeable 
exception is the relatively large positive residual in week -10. During the period, weeks 
-5 to -4, the average residuals arc progressively less negative, and ultimately positive, 
albeit small in value, in weeks -3 to 0. The latter may reasonably be ascribed to 
expected random fluctuation (Knight & Afflcck-Oravcs, 1983: 23). In the two weeks 
subsequent to zero week the average residuals ore sharply negative, which is the 
expected outcome. This is, however, followed surprisingly by positive average residuals 
in weeks 3 and 4. This may be interpreted as a counterbalancing adjustment to an over­
reaction in weeks 1 and 2 (Fama, 1970), The average residuals subsequently fluctuate 
randomly aiourtd the (expected) zero level for seven weeks until week 11, Weeks 12 to 
15 show sharp negative average residuals, which is to be expected as a result of the 
negative impact of the second information generating event, namely the passage of the 
Dcllums-Woipe Bill by the House of Representatives. The response is, however, 
somewhat belated, since the negative impact should have occurred at week 10 (unless
rend, before stabilising
it  could equally be generated on the
negative impounding process (This
first information generating
information generating
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rclnting to the passage of the Dcllut. -vjlpc Bill by the House oC Representatives. H 
was found that the coverage was •- : not as extensive as that accorded to the
introduction of the Bill in May, 1968. Secondly, unlike the first information genereting 
event, the coverage was not "headline- news. It is, therefore, submitted, that the 
informational content of event 2 may only have become publicly available by week 12, 
in which co-- the movement in the CAR's over that, and the subsequent periods, would 
make much more sense. I f  in fact this was the case, then the negative impounding 
process in weeks 13 to 15 would have occurred over a shorter period of time (namely 
15 business days). Secondly, it would have been possible to generate a smaller 
abnoimal return of 2,8% after maximum transactions costs by acting on the 
inCotmattonal content of event 2 at week 13. Although this is an improvement, it 
would appear, that the market was relatively inefficient in its being relatively slow in 
impounding the informational content of event 2. The results of both events I anti 2 
rend together seem to indicate that the market may be tefctuded as being relatively 
efficient; that is, the scope for abnormal returns is generally fairly small, and the 
market is information efficient (i.e. it responds in the right direction). Nevertheless, 
although the potential efficiency seems to outweigh the potential Inefficiency, and 
although these results would appear to support Knight and Affleck-Graves’ conclusion 
that the market is possibly becoming more efficient with the effluxion of time (1983: 
31), it must be concluded that the level of efficiency implied in these results is not 
sufficient for the classification of the JSE as a truly efficient market with reference 
to the semi-strong form of the Efficient Market Hypothesis.
FURTHER ANALYSIS BY PARTITIONING
The study group consisting of thirty-nine mining shares was partitioned into pairs in 
terms of the criteria sot out under section 7,1 above. The te&ultaat jioups Rte set out in 
table 7,3.1.1 for low beta versus high beta shares, table 7,3.2.1 for low versus high 
United States percentage shareholdings, and table 7.3,3.1 for low versus high Rnnd 
values of United States shareholdings. The original procedure used, albeit arbitrary, 
was to split the study group Into two sub-groups of near-equal number, with the 
proviso that each sub-group taken as a whole differed significantly from the other, so 
as to ensure that each sub-group contained a sufficient number of shares. The average 
score for eneli sub-group does in fact differ significantly from the related other sub-
differential market reaction by low
information generating
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it  may be expected that the negative impact on the high U.S. holdings would be larger 
than that for the low U.S. holdings group. The movements in the CAR’s reveal that this 
is indeed the cate. Almost immediately there is a significant divergence between the 
two sets of data, with the high U.S holdings group the more adversely affected. The 
gap between the two data sets is fairly consistently the same over the whole deletion 
period, although it narrows such as to be virtually eliminated during weeks II to 14. 
The adjustment periods arc almost identical for both sets of data after each 
information generating event, although it may be argued that a better anticipation of 
the informational content of event 2 occurred in respect of the low U.S. holdings
group. Nevertheless, the adjustment periods in respect of c 
weeks for both sets of data. Moreover, abnormal returns cc 
after event I for the high U.S. holdings group, and for be 
Clearly this is indicative of market inefficiency in the 
informational content of the information generating events i 
negatively responded to. Nevertheless, it was hypothesized 
should have been virtually no divergence between 
both groups, because of anticipated substitution effects.
nt 2 are long at nine 
Id hove been generated 
i groups after event 2. 
lemi-strong form. The 
however, correctly and 
a this study that there 
he CAR’s for 
clearly not the case,
crcforc the n i have responded inefficiently ir s treatment of
ic Rand Value of United Slat
The average residuals and the related three week moving averages for both the "low 
Rand value" and the "high Rand value" groups are shown in table 7.3.3,2. Similarly the 
CAR's and the related three week moving averages for both groups are set out in table 
7.3.3.3. The average residuals and CAR's arc graphically represented in figures 7,3.3.1 
and 7.3.3.2 respectively.
The average residuals for both groups arc equally erratic, but surprisingly the 
fluctuations for the low Rand value group are generally much larger than those fur the 
high Rand value group. It may be argued that the high Rand value group should show 
the larger fluctuations and the greater negative impact, because of supply and demand 
considerations, since the largest investments in Rand terms would be the most d ifficult 
to absorb in the event of forced disinvestment. This apparent anomaly may be
1
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explained by examining the contents of each sub-group. The low Rand value shares 
may generally be described os speculative shares in terms of generally accepted 
investments research practice; certainly fourteen of the nineteen may be occurately 
described as such, In contrast only five of the twenty shares in the high Rand value 
group could be realistically described as speculative. These groups do, however, differ 
significantly from those derived in terms of the partition in respect of low versus high 
beta shares. The larger fluctuations in the low Rand value group may, therefore, be 
considered reasonable in the light of these circumstances.
Because of expected substltion effects in the event of disinvestment, i t  was 
hypothesized In this study, that Rand values should not lend to significant differences 
in the CAR's of low versus high Rand vn'uc shares. This is clearly not the case; the gap 
between the two sets of data widens progressively during the course of the deletion 
period. Although the adjustment period after zero week is relatively short at two 
weeks, it is quite slow at four to five weeks after the second information generating 
event. The data sets have, however, responded in the right direction. While immaterial 
abnormal returns could have been generated in respect of the high Rand value (less 
speculative) group after the information generating events, the same cannot be said of 
the low Rand value (more speculative) group. After the first and second information 
generating events, abnormal returns of approximately four and nearly eight per cent 
respectively could have been derived. The relatively Slow impounding of information 
and the fact that abnormal returns could be generated arc indicative of an inefficient 
market, altuough in this ease the high Rand value (less speculative) shares arc 
relatively more efficient. The impounding of information, while it occurred in the 
expected negative direction, is contrary to the pattern expected under the hypothesized 
substltion effects, and it is submitted that the market was Information Inefficient in 
its differential treatment of the low vc.sus the high Rond value group.
CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS
S.! INTRODUCTION
The main hypotheses of this study arc rc-slared in section 8,2 below for convcnicnce. 
The hypotheses are subsequently compared to the results of the study in section 8.3. 
The limitations of the study arc discussed in section 8.4, and possible areas of future 
research are proposed in section 8.5.
8.2 RE-STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES
The hypotheses, whieh this study sought to prove, are as follows;
!) That the market is efficient in the semi-strong form with specific reference to the 
impact of snnctions-oricnted draft legislation;
2) That the informational content of the introduction of the Dcllums-Wolpe Bill, and 
its subsequent passage in the House of Representatives on the i l th  of August I96S 
( information genernting events for the purposes of this study), had a negative 
impact on mining share prices; and
3) That the informationnl content of the withdrawal of the sanctions legislation on 
the 19th of October, and the subsequent election of Bush ns the President of the 
United States on the 8th of November I9BB (information genernting events for the 
purposes of this study), had a positive effect on mining share prices.
8.3 CONCLUSIONS
In order for n mnrkct to be effielen., prices should accurately and rapidly impound 
new information. Although the results of this study showed, that the share prices of 
the study group (and the sub-groups) Tcnctcd in the expected, negative direction 
(except in the case of event 3, where tin expcctcd outcome was not clearly 
determinable, and thus no conclusions ore made), the duration of the adjustment 
process after the informational content of the information generating events (namely, 
1 and 2) wns generally quite slow, and as a result abnormal returns could have been 
generated by acting on the basis of publicly available information, Thus while the 
residuals movoti in the right direction, nnd the negative impounding was largely 
completed by the time the first information genernting event occurred, the reaction
was certainly not fully completed, nor subsequently rapid enough to prevent the 
generation of abnormal returns, 9y implication the prices of the study group did not 
adjust efficiently to the informational content of the information generating events, 
although the adjustment was accurate. Therefore it is concluded that the JSE is not an 
efficient market in the semi-strong form.
The study group as a whole reacted os expected to the negative informational content 
of events I and 2 (namely, the introduction of the Dcllums-Wolpo Bill and its 
subsequent passage by the House of Representatives). It may be argued, however, that 
the study group should not have reacted as negatively as it appears to hove done, to the 
informational content of events I and 2; firstly, because of the limited economic 
impact of the Dcllums-Wolpe Bill, and secondly, because of the safety-valve mechanism 
provided by the financial Rand. As has already been noted, the analysis of the 
residuals subsequent to events 3 and 4 (namely, the effective withdrawal of the Bill 
and the election of Bush as President respectively) was abandoned, because of the 
existence of counteracting and confounding factors. Conclusions relating to the 
duration of the adjustment process subsequent to event 2 must also be regarded as 
tentative, because of its ctosc proximity to events 3 and 4; nevertheless the initial 
adjustment process was by itself quite slow, and, moreover, the positive Informational 
content of events 3 and 4 had no disccrnablc impact on the continued negative trend of 
the cumulative average residuals.
The study group appears to have anticipated the occurrence of event I well in 
advance. Certainly the adjustment process was largely completed by the time the 
informational content was deemed to bo publicly available. The trend of the CAR’s is 
clearly non-random, The relatively long adjustment period prior to week zero may be 
ascribed to uncertainty regarding the eventual occurrence of event 1. Insider 
information may be assumed to have played n relatively minor role, i f  any, during the 
adjustment period. The negative and non-random trend may, therefore, be considered 
to have reflect the weight of public opinion, rather than the impact of definitive 
information at the time.
The high beta shares behaved as expected In relation to the low beta shores. In 
contrast, the results for the high versus low U.S. percentage holdings sub-groups and
3-groups contradicted
information gcneratir
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange h both Accessary end desirable, since the evidence 
for or against the Ei'ficient Market Hypothesis in its semi-strong remains Inconclusive. 
Nevertheless, there are indications that the degree of cfCieicsicy is improving over 
time, and thcrefo ,vlar and ongoing studies of market efficiency arc needed to 
assess the degree o, „ ('ficicncy with the effluxion of time. The Efficient Market 
Hypothesis is of cardinal importance to investment analysts and portfolio managers. 
Although R market may be itgatdcti as inefficient, it  is stiii relevant and important to 
establish the extent of inefficiency; whether a market is relatively efficient or 
relatively inefficient n ‘ onsidered to be an important question in its own right.
It is suggested, in conclusion, that further clarifying research be undertaken in the 
following specific areas;
(a) volume dependence of betas;
(b) the impact of those infoimation generating events having different accounting 
and economic cffccts;
(c) the impact on market efficiency once comprehensive futures narkets arc 
established in South Africa;
(d) the impact of the criteria applied to distinguish capital (non-taxable) from revenue 
(taxable) transactions on market .fficicncy: and
(e) the efficiency of the gilts and semi-gilts market.
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RAND VALUE OF FOREIGN HOLDINGS IN INDIVIDUAL SOUTH AFRI' 
MINING HOUSES, PLATINUM AND DIAMOND SHARES
APPENDIX E
REASON FOR EXCLUSION FROM LIST 
SHARE/OPTION PER APPENDICES A, B, C & D.
ANGLO-AMERICAN I 
ANGL0VA6L 
ANGLOVAAL "A" 
DOORNFONTEIN 
DRIEFONTEIN 
GBNCOR (GMF)
JOEL "B" OPTIONS 
LEBOWA PLATINUM 
LEFKOCRVSOS 
LIBANON
NOT A MINING SHARE 
LISTED: 12.11.97 
LISTED: 1.9.87
NORTHAM
RAND MINES (RDM)
RIGHTS ISSUE: 80 NORTHAM ORDS. AT 
AOOCIc FOR EVERY 100 HELD. C.D.O.:
RIGHTS ISSUE: 111 BARBROOK ORDS. AT 
lOOc FOR EVERY 100 RDM. C.D.O.:
RANDFONTEIN (RFN) RIGHTS ISSUE: 2 LINDHM & 3 BARNATO 
FOR EACH RFN AT 260 A 410c. C.D.O.
VENTERS 
: CLOSING DATE OF OFFER I
1987: 40 - 108; J.S.E.. 1988: 4 0 - 51)
iAPPENDIX F
SHARES SHARES
TRADED TRADED
r o o o - s )  r o o c r s )
1967 AVERAGE
AFRIKANDER LEASE
AMGOLD
BEATRIX
BLYVOORUITZICHT
BRACKEN
BUFFELSFONTEIN 
CONS MODDER 
DE BEERS 
DEELKRAAL 
DURBAN DEEP 
EAST DAGGA
ELANDSRAND
ELSBUPQ
FREGOLD
GROOTVLEI
HARMONY
HARTEBKESTFONTSIN 
IMPALA PLATINUM
KINROSS
LESLIE
LORAINE
SA LANDS
SOUTHVAAL
ST HELENA
STILFONTEIN
UNISEL
VAAL REEFS
WELKOM
WESTERN AREAS 
WESTERN DEEP LEVELS 
WINKELS 
ZANDPAN
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